
Cup & Plate Quarter-Finals 16 February 2022

Here is the draw for the cup quarter finals:

Royal Oak v Bridge U 8.00pm

Spanish Bar v Three Stags Heads 8.30pm

Talbot 3D v Black Swan, Crich 8.00pm

Strutt Club v Burton Bridge Inn 8.00pm

And here is the draw for the plate quarter finals (highest scoring loser to proceed as well):

Peacock Inn B v Peacock Inn A 8.00pm

Barley Mow v Black Swan, Ashover 8.30pm

Plough Inn A v Red Lion 8.00pm

Matches are to be played on 16 February.

Matches are to be played at the times stated unless agreed differently by both teams.

Home teams please remember to let your pubs know of the impending match.



Each match played musthave a winner on the night.What to do in the event of a tied match is 
covered by the Rules, accessible on the Quiz Rules page of the DPQL website. The relevant rule 
reads:

14) In a knock-out competition, in the event of a tie, the match will be decided by putting 
one spare Team Question to each team, points being scored as in Quiz Rule 5c), the team 
scoring most points being the winner. If there is still a tie the match will be decided on a 
‘sudden death’ basis by individual questions being put in pairs, one to each team, until a 
definite result is reached; scoring will be as in Quiz Rule 5b). If all questions are exhausted 
and no definite result is reached, the team scoring most ‘2points’ in individual rounds and 
‘3 points’ in team rounds in the quiz shall be the winner. Prior to the start of ‘sudden death’
individual questions, both teams may nominate the order in which team members will 
attempt to answer questions.

To remove any ambiguity, it is simply a matter of working through the Beer Round questions, 
answering the team questions first. In the unlikely event of there still being a tie, it is the total of all
the 2 point questions in odd numbered rounds together with the 3 point question triplets in the 
even numbered rounds.

To determine which of the losing teams goes through to the next round of the Plate Trophy the 
losing team with the highest scores will proceed (irrespective of their opponent’s scores).In the 
case of a tie, the team with the greatest losing difference will proceed (it is deemed that losing 48-
70 is more creditable than 48-60 because the score was achieved against a better performing 
team).In case there is still a tie, the performance in the beer round will be used.In case this is 
required,can all teams in the Plate competition submit their beer round result and score to John 
along with the match result and score.(A beer round win by 2 points will beat a win by 1 point, 
etc.)

Please note that if any matches go to extra questions due to a tie, the score at that stage should be
submitted to dpql.scores as well as the final outcome.


